Barcombe Cross

1. WHO WE ARE

Rydon Homes is a well-established development company
specialising in the creation of high-quality homes across the south
east of England, particularly in Kent, Sussex and Hampshire. Our
aim is to build bespoke and integrated developments with a strong
focus on quality and sustainability that will stand the test of time
Recent Developments include:
Waters Reach, Wadhurst
Waters Reach, a collection of 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom homes,
situated in Wadhurst in East Sussex (31 in total).
Marchants Lea, Matfield
Marchants Lea is a collection of 2, 3 & 4 bedroom high quality
new homes, situated in Matfield, Kent (31 in total).

Marchants Lea, Matfield, Kent

Woodland Place, Billingshurst, West Sussex

Waters Reach, Wadhurst, East Sussex

Laytonfields, Hurstpierpoint, West Sussex

Laytonfields, Hurstpierpoint
Laytonfields is a collection of 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom one and
two storey contemporary homes, situated in Hurstpierpoint, West
Sussex (17 in total).
Woodland Place, Billingshurst
Woodland Place, a collection of 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom homes,
situated in Billingshurst in West Sussex (31 in total).
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2. SITE LOCATION & PLANNING CONTEXT

•The application site is formed of an irregular shaped field parcel
(1.2 Ha in size) located on the western side of Barcombe Cross.

RECREATION
GROUND

•The site is defined by a tree line along its northern and western
boundaries. Whilst the eastern side is defined by a fence line and
southern side defined by a hedge with ‘High Street’ beyond.
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•The site is allocated for residential development providing
approximately 25 dwellings in the adopted Lewes District Local
Plan (Policy BA02).
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Barcombe Cross
ACCESS
Access to the site is currently offered off Hillside, a track which runs along the site’s eastern boundary.
The track is however insufficient in width to accommodate residential development vehicular access/
servicing and offers insufficient visibility in both directions at the point where it meets High Street.
Pedestrian connectivity with the centre of the village is provided for by a pavement which runs along
the northern side of High Street and abuts the south boundary of the site.

3. SITE OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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(BA01)

ECOLOGY
The majority of the site is deemed to be of low ecological value. There were however priority habitats
and the potential presence of great crested newt (GCN), nesting birds, roosting bats, hazel dormouse
and reptiles identified during a Phase 1 habitat survey. Following receipt of this information it was
recommended that both reptile and GCN surveys be undertaken. Dormouse surveys would only be
necessary if substantial lengths of the southern boundary hedge were to be removed.

+29.50

• GCN surveys: Attempts made to survey ponds within 250m for the presence/ absence of GCN but
access refused to all ponds.
• Reptile Surveys: Currently being undertaken.

Legend:
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VIEWS
As well as views from the conservation area and the properties noted previously, another key
characteristic of the site is it’s openness to the south west and how it is clearly seen on the approach
to the village from the south west.
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HERITAGE
Three of the sites boundaries abut the Barcombe (Cross) Conservation Area. Several properties
overlook the site which are either ‘positive contributors’ to the Conservation Area or are of ‘local
visual or historic interest’. These include Willow Cottage, The Old Station House, Bridge Cottage,
Hillside Nursery.
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Conservation area
Key view

Adjoining allocation (BA01)

Pedestrian route/ PRoW

Listed Building

Vehicular movement

Positive Contributor

Existing site access point

Building of local visual or historic interest
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Site Analysis
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4. SITE LAYOUT PRINCIPLES
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NEW SITE ACCESS
Due to the insufficient width of the existing access track to the site (Hillside) and the lack of
visibility in both a north-east and south-west direction at the junction where it meets High Street, it
was confirmed, following consultation with RPS (highways consultant), the safest access point off
High Street is further south west along the road. This new access point/proposal will allow for the
provision of a compliant access road width with appropriate visibility in both directions.
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CONSIDERING THE VILLAGE APPROACH & KEY VIEWS
A key consideration for the form of the scheme’s development envelope is the view one has of
the site upon the approach to the village from the south west. Setting development back from the
south eastern boundary of the site, together with strategically placed planting will help to ensure
there is still a positive view on the village approach.
Equally, providing positive frontage onto the High Street will ensure a positive outlook and
relationship with High Street and the PROW to the south of High Street which, as previously
established, are also key views to be considered from around the site.
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SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE AND ARBOBICULTURE RETENTION
Setting development away from the existing tree lines that define the site boundary will ensure
the health of the existing trees are preserved. The inclusion of a sustainable drainage strategy is
another key consideration within the development framework. The sites topography lends itself
to a basin/swales being located along the south western side of the site (the lowest part). This
location has further logic as it is close to a positive outfall which runs along, and abuts, the site’s
western boundary. This will therefore ensure the proposal is able to attenuate and dispose of
surface water in a safe and sustainable way.
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RESPECTING THE CONSERVATION AREA
Setting the development in from the boundaries, together with strategically placed planting, will
help to soften the impact the development has upon views from within the conservation area.
This includes views from The Old Station House and Bridge Cottage (both deemed to be Positive
Contributors) as well as Willow Cottage (building of local visual/historic interest).
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FACILITATING ACCESS TO ADJOINING DEVELOPMENT
As illustrated in Site Analysis, the site neighbours another allocated site in the Lewes District Local
Plan (site BA01). Facilitating for a potential access through the application site to this other site
ensures a single safe/compliant access point can potentially be used to access both sites from
the High Street and safe access is therefore offered to both from one point.
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ACCESSIBLE PLAY AREA
In line with policy DM15 & DM16 of Lewes District Local Plan the proposal will accommodate a
designated play area. Locating it in the west of the site, will ensure a safe and accessible location
(away from High Street).

Barcombe Cross
The design responses and considerations outlined previously lead
to a site a layout strategy as illustrated and described below.

5. SITE LAYOUT STRATEGY
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The site layout focuses on:
1. Providing a single safe vehicular access/exit point off High
Street.
2. Preserving a positive view on the approach to the village from
the south west.
3. Positive frontage, outward looking development onto public
realm, especially towards High Street, the PROW to the south of
High Street and the western side of the site.
4. Setting development in from the boundary to protect existing
trees and soften impact on views from within the conservation
area, in particular the positive contributors and buildings of local
visual or historic interest.
lands

6. Incorporating a sustainable drainage strategy.

Bridge

5. Providing for potential connection through to adjoining
allocation site (BA01).
7. Providing an on-site play area.
Legend:
On site play area

Proposed vehicular access

Development Envelope

Strategic Planting

Surface Water Storage

Frontage/Dwelling outlook
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Principal route through site (following existing contour)
Potential access to adjoining allocation site
Site Layout Framework
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6. PROPOSED SITE LAYOUT
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Housing Mix:
•1 Bed - 2 (8%)
•2 Bed - 10 (38%)
•3 Bed - 9 (35%)
•4 Bed - 5 (19%)
Total: 26 Units
Affordable Housing Provision- 10 Units (38%)
Proposed Site Layout
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Through analysing the buildings within Barcombe Cross it can be seen that there
are certain materials and form/features that are regularly used and help to define
the character of the village.

7. MATERIAL & FORM

Barn Hip Roof Chimney Feature

Hipped Roof

Catslide Roof

As identified in the Barcombe (Cross) Conservation Area Appraisal, Barcombe
Cross’ materiality is made up of:
• A wide range of local materials...with brick and clay hanging tiles being particularly
prevalent.
• Often, a number of different materials are used on a single building or terrace.
• Brick is found in a variety of forms – particularly soft red brick, sometimes used
decoratively in combination with blue brick. Other brick finishes include yellow
brick with red brick detailing, blue brick with red detailing and painted brick.
• Wooden weatherboarding, both white painted and tarred..
• Roofing materials are typically clay tiles. Terracotta ridge tiles and decorative
finials on buildings add variety and interest to the roof-scape.
In addition to the above materials, forms and features which help to define the
village character include:

High Street

High Street
Clay Tile Roof

Clay Hanging
Tile Facade

Clay Tile Roof Black/Tarred Timber
Weatherboarding
Bay Window Chimney Feature

Chimney Feature

Gable End Roof

• Hipped Roofs
• Barn Hip Roofs
• Gable Roofs
• Gable Features
• Chimneys
• Dual Aspect Frontages
• Bay Windows

A combination of the above materials and forms/features are what is intended for
the proposal to help knit it into the Barcombe Cross village setting.

High Street
Clay Hanging Tile
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Clay Tile Roof

Brick

High Street
Clay Hanging Tile
Facade Detail
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8. IMPACT OF PROPOSAL
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